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Design of optical properties within metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) is a subject of ever increasing attention in recent years with theoretical approaches poised to play a key role alongside experiment in both the understanding of fundamental mechanisms and the further development of high performance materials. We have developed and applied a simple and computationally affordable protocol rooted in density functional theory (DFT) and its time dependent counterpart (TD-DFT) to two isostructural MOFs based on a 4,4'-bis((3,5-dimethyl-1H-pyrazol-4-yl)methyl)biphenyl (H₂DMPMB) linker. These systems show a remarkable dependence of photoluminescence properties on the interchange of zinc and cadmium cations as building units. Our investigation was able to successfully rationalize the subtle change in the photoluminescence mechanism experimentally observed responsible for the large (0.88 eV) red shift (from 335 nm to 441 nm) observed when going from the cadmium to the zinc based structure. More generally, this computational protocol seems well adapted for the characterization and rationalization of the absorption and emission behaviour of such complex extended materials.

1. Introduction

Coordination polymers and the related metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) have been the recipients of tremendous scientific interest throughout the last decade. These materials are constructed from inorganic building units – consisting of either metal cations or inorganic cluster arrangements – which are connected via coordinating organic linker molecules to form three-dimensional frameworks. The structural versatility and multifunctional nature of these frameworks have inspired research into their potential application in areas such as gas storage, catalysis and sensing.

Although the structural properties of MOFs have been investigated extensively both from experimental and a theoretical points of view, the electronic properties of these materials have recently become an area of increasing interest – with particular attention paid to enhanced photoluminescence – with the idea of exploiting these properties in areas such as small molecule sensing, non-linear optics and biomedical applications.

There is a particular interest in photoresponsive frameworks, which respond to light absorption by changes in their structure, or stimului-responsive photoluminescent frameworks, whose optical properties are modified by external physical or chemical stimulations.

While luminescence from MOF structures is a frequently observed phenomenon, little effort thus far has been invested to gain a complete understanding of these excited state processes. There are various potential mechanisms cited in the literature which can give rise to intrinsic luminescence effects in MOFs differentiated by the different types of involved. The main processes discussed are indeed categorized as ligand centred (LC) emission, metal centred (MC) emission, ligand to metal charge transfer (LMCT), metal to ligand charge transfer (MLCT) and interligand charge transfer (LLCT) transitions. In addition, guest induced emission has also been observed either via encapsulation of luminescent molecules within pores or via exciplex formation.

Given the very nature of metal–organic frameworks is that an organic linker molecule is coordinated to an inorganic building unit (often a transition metal cation), there can often be increased efficiency of intersystem crossing (ISC) due to spin orbit coupling, allowing emission from spin forbidden states centred on ligand moieties to become more readily accessible. It is therefore not surprising that competing effects are often observed leading to multiple simultaneous emission types in MOFs. However, identifying emission routes and discerning between competing processes is usually difficult from an experimental point of view. Given this array of possibilities, it could be useful to have tools at one’s disposal which can be...
employed to distinguish between these mechanisms and their subtle, yet often profound consequences.

In this respect, gaining a more complete understanding of excited state behaviour in MOFs from a theoretical perspective could be a powerful tool, aiding in the rational design of high-performance luminescent materials. With this in mind, this paper attempts to improve upon the current understanding of MOF luminescence via the design of a suitable quantum computational protocol, rooted in density functional theory (DFT) and its time-dependent counterpart (TD-DFT), for the characterisation and prediction of MOF luminescence behaviour. This protocol seeks to adopt a dual approach – based on calculations utilising both periodic-boundary conditions and molecular clusters – to assess and discern the role of the crystalline environment, from a geometrical point of view, on the computed luminescence properties. It is also of interest to have a unified computational protocol – namely to have a consistent approach in terms of functional and basis to obtain both geometrical and photophysical features.

To this end, we have chosen an appropriate case study of a pair of MOF structures composed of a 4,4-bis((3,5-dimethyl-1H-pyrazol-4-yl)methyl)biphenyl (H₂DMPMB) ligand and interchangeable metal cations of zinc and cadmium, recently characterised experimentally by Tabacaru and co-workers, 22 hereafter labelled M[DMPMB] (M = Zn, Cd). With an orthorhombic structure, these two frameworks crystallise in near-identical structures (in the Pccn space group), depicted in Fig. 1 along with the protonated ligand structure. Each transition metal ion is coordinated by four ligand molecules in a distorted tetrahedral fashion. The nitrogen atoms of a pyrazole ring each bonding to a different M atom by their lone pair, each ligand thus bridging between two metal ions. The biphenyl groups of neighbouring ligands are oriented on perpendicular planes, giving rise to the possibility of T-shaped π–π interactions. While other MOFs constructed using this linker were reported, the zinc and cadmium frameworks were specifically selected as they are isostructural – allowing one to directly probe the effects of changing the coordinating metal – and both exhibit interesting luminescence properties. Furthermore, the simple interchange of the coordinating metal from zinc to cadmium results in a 0.88 eV (that is, from 441 nm to 335 nm) blue shift and thus is an interesting and novel example of tuneable luminescence in metal–organic frameworks. Despite this, no explanation for this rather large change in emission wavelength was proposed in the literature.

The paper is structured as follows: first, a computational protocol is determined by screening the performance of various exchange–correlation functionals with respect to the prediction of important structural features including cell parameters and the coordination environment of the metal ions. Next, we investigate the excited state properties using DFT and TD-DFT approaches to characterise the emission behaviour. The combined use of full periodic and cluster model approaches at appropriate levels of theory allows one to form a detailed picture of the excited state processes at play in these materials.

2. Computational details

Calculations were performed both on periodic and cluster models for each MOF structure. The computational setup used in each case is described below.

All calculations were carried out using the Crystal14 package 23 which uses atom-centred Gaussian basis sets. In order to strike a good balance between time and accuracy, the Pople double zeta basis set 6-31G(d) was used in all calculations for all but transition-metal atoms. Zinc and cadmium were described by the basis sets proposed by Pettinger24 and Dou, 25 respectively. The number of k-points in the irreducible Brillouin zone was set to 8 via a shrinking factor of 2. A total of five exchange–correlation functionals were tested. This test set was composed of two GGA functionals (PBE26 and BLYP 27,28), two hybrids (PBE0 29 and B3LYP 30) and a functional purposely optimised to yield accurate equilibrium structure properties in solids (bond lengths and lattice parameters) known as PBEsol.31

Structural optimisation of the MOFs and ligand molecular crystal (H₂DMPMB) were performed. The Grimme “D2” dispersion

Fig. 1 (a) View along cell vector c showing unit cell; (b) protonated H₂DMPMB ligand structure; (c) view along cell vector b showing metal coordination environment and infinite network.
correction scheme was tested within the molecular crystal to better assess the extent of interligand interaction that arises from both π–π stacking and hydrogen bonding interactions.

In order to qualitatively evaluate the emission energy from the triplet state, periodic calculations were also conducted using the SPINLOCK feature of Crystal14, allowing one to fix the difference between the number of alpha and beta electrons. This difference was set to 8 to simulate a triplet excited state centred on the 4 ligands in the unit cell. After the optimisation of this excited state, a single point calculation was conducted for the singlet state while retaining the geometry of the triplet electron configuration in order to quantify the vertical energy gap between the singlet and triplet potential energy surfaces at this point.

All calculations on molecular clusters were conducted using Gaussian 09. Calculations were performed on a cluster cut from the periodic structure of each of the M[DMPMB] (M = Zn, Cd) systems previously optimised at PBE0 level of theory. Each cluster consists of two metal ions bridged by two DMPMB ligands, with an additional 4 ligands used to complete the metal coordination sphere and terminate the cluster. Hydrogen atoms were added to the uncoordinated pyrazole groups, as shown in Fig. 2. TD-DFT calculations were performed in order to calculate the vertical excitation energies and associated oscillator strengths of these clusters. All calculations were again performed with the 6-31G(d) Pople double zeta basis set for all non-metal atoms while the Los Alamos (LANL2) effective core pseudopotential and corresponding double zeta valence basis set were used to describe the cadmium and zinc atoms. The same technique as described above for periodic calculations, while holding the uncoordinated (i.e. extended) nitrogen atoms fixed, was also used to assess the singlet–triplet energy gap and, in turn, validate the cluster model used to describe the solid state framework. Additionally, the S1 → S0 emission energies of the H2DMPMB ligand were calculated by optimising its first singlet excited state geometry at TDDFT level for both the free ligand and with the nitrogen atoms constrained to the positions of the calculated MOF structures.

Absorption spectra have been presented as a combination of convoluted Gaussian functions with full width at half maximum height set to 0.3 eV centred at each excitation energy. Computed oscillator strengths are reported in the same figure as vertical lines.

3. Results and discussion

We first performed full energy-minimization of the Zn(DMPMB) and Cd(DMPMB) periodic structures, including both atomic coordinates and unit cell parameters, with our test set of functionals. Fig. 3 shows the absolute error obtained for the a, b, and c lattice parameters at the ground state for both Zn(DMPMB) (in blue) and Cd(DMPMB) (in green). While it is clear that, from the small absolute error relative to the experimental data, all functionals tested perform well in the description of the lattice geometry, the solid-state-tuned PBEsol functional performs best in the prediction of each lattice vector, followed by the PBE0 functional, for both materials.

Fig. 4 shows the percentage error in the calculated metal coordination environment relative to the experimental data, again using the functional test set mentioned above, at the ground state. The ability of a given functional to characterise the first coordination sphere of the metal centres was evaluated.
using two criteria: the error in (i) nitrogen–metal–nitrogen coordination angles and in (ii) the bond distance between the metal centres and coordinating nitrogen atoms. As with the lattice parameters, the data show that all functionals perform within a low margin of error for all parameters tested across both structures (maximum of 4.0% (4.4°) for BLYP GGA functional when calculating coordination angles). Surprisingly, given its remit, the PBEsol functional appears to give no appreciable increase in accuracy when calculating either bond lengths or angles and all functionals deliver a similar performance with no single level of theory standing out, in this case, as superior. Furthermore, there is no discernible difference in performance between hybrid and GGA functionals for the calculation of these structural features. From this it can be concluded that, for these MOF systems, the metal coordination environment is not very sensitive to the functional chosen given that GGAs, hybrids and a solids-optimised functional all performed similarly and were able to predict the coordination geometry of the metal sites with sufficient accuracy. Generally, hybrid functionals (such as PBE0 or B3LYP) slightly outperform GGAs approach. The lack of sensitivity of the coordination environment to the choice of functional and general good performance of all those tested rendered this an unimportant factor in the choice of functional and level of theory to be used in excited state calculations. For this reason, PBE0 was chosen for excited state calculations since it gave results of a similar quality to the PBEsol functional for structural parameters and as it is known to perform accurately within TD-DFT calculations. To test if charge transfer correlations that are responsible for intermolecular van der Waals forces. At first, it seems strange that the stacking distance is underestimated by the PBE0 functional alone (without dispersion correction) – suggesting that the PBE0 functional itself overestimates these interactions – but this is an indirect effect, due to the hydrogen bonding between ligands being poorly represented. Indeed, looking at the two-dimensional, layered structure of the molecular crystal Fig. 5, weaker hydrogen bonding interactions allow the coordinating pyrazole groups to spread further apart and, in turn, reduce the distance between biphenyl moieties. The introduction of the dispersion interactions better describes both the hydrogen bonding and π–π stacking, pulling the ligands closer together at the pyrazole parts and further apart with respect to the biphenyl groups. This effect is rooted in the two-dimensional nature of the molecular crystal and is not a result of the PBE0 functional somehow overestimating the inter-ligand stacking interactions between biphenyl groups with respect to the addition of dispersion interactions.

Table 1 Calculated and experimental values of key structural parameters investigated on the H2DMPMB ligand molecular crystal. Nitrogen to nitrogen intermolecular distance is defined as that between closest neighbouring nitrogen atoms in the crystal and taken as a measure of intermolecular hydrogen bond features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional</th>
<th>PBE0</th>
<th>PBE0 + dispersion</th>
<th>Experimental</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nitrogen–nitrogen distance (Å)</td>
<td>2.915</td>
<td>2.912</td>
<td>2.896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit cell volume (Å³)</td>
<td>1017.3</td>
<td>1006.2</td>
<td>1013.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density (g cm⁻³)</td>
<td>1.209</td>
<td>1.222</td>
<td>1.213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>π–π stacking distance (Å)</td>
<td>3.658</td>
<td>3.742</td>
<td>3.853</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In light of this, the PBE0 functional was taken forward in order to investigate the effects of inter-ligand interaction of H2DMPMB, via the incorporation of dispersion interactions using an empirical pairwise potential as proposed by Grimme (the corresponding results being labelled as PBE0-Dispersion). The results are summarised in Table 1. The H2DMPMB molecular crystal was chosen as a relevant test case as there are two potential inter-ligand interaction types within its structure: (i) intermolecular hydrogen bonds between the hydrogen and nitrogen atoms located on the pyrazole moieties and (ii) π–π stacking between the biphenyl parts. Table 1 shows that the inclusion of the dispersion interactions roughly halves both the error in the hydrogen bond interaction, here monitored by the pyrazole nitrogen to nitrogen intermolecular distance (1.35% to 0.55%), and the π–π stacking distance (5.06% to 2.88%), with a small increase in error with respect to the primitive cell volume (0.38% to 0.71%) and density (0.33% to 0.64%). This slight loss of accuracy with respect to the cell volume and density can be attributed to the tendency of the Grimme correction scheme to overestimate the long-range electron correlations that are responsible for intermolecular van der Waals forces. Overall, the spectra of the three compounds are actually dominated by this intense ligand centred (LC) transition which is only slightly tuned by the MOF environment. Importantly, at least for singlet-to-singlet transitions, no other “bright” transitions were computed within the energy range of interest. Here, a
“bright” transition is deemed to be a transition with a calculated oscillator strength significantly greater than zero.

As for the free ligand, for the zinc and cadmium MOF clusters an absorption band of $\pi-\pi^*$ character corresponding to the biphenyl-centred excitation of the ligand was determined and agrees well with the absorption band calculated for the free ligand itself at 264 nm.

Now we shall consider the emission properties of these materials. Experimentally, the photoluminescence has been ascribed to LC states, which is consistent with the fact that the LC computed transition is the only bright transition dominating the spectra of the compounds. Nonetheless, the origin of the large shift observed in emission going from the Zn to Cd based MOF it is not obvious or clear. To clarify this point – following the reasoning which supposes a LC emission – the emission energies for the [DMPMB] clusters and H$_2$DMPMB ligand were computed and they are reported, along with those derived from experiment,$^{22}$ in Table 2 Note that the determination of the emission energy from the singlet centred singlet (S$_1 \rightarrow$ S$_0$) (calculated via the full optimisation of the S$_1$ excited state geometry) was undertaken for the free ligand only, while the energy of the phosphorescence (T$_1 \rightarrow$ S$_0$) was determined as described in the computational details section.

The emission wavelength from the singlet $\pi-\pi^*$ excited state of the free ligand was calculated at 332 nm. Fixing the nitrogen atom positions constrained in the coordination geometry for both H$_2$DMPMB and Cd[DMPMB], the same calculations of the emission wavelength from the singlet $\pi-\pi^*$ excited state with were undertaken to decouple any perturbative effects of the metal with those of the geometrical constraints imposed on the ligand by the metal within the MOF structures. It was found that this geometrical constraint had little effect as shown by both the calculated absorption and emission values for the ligand with constrained nitrogen on the pyrazole groups corresponding to the optimised solid-state structures for Zn[DMPMB] (4.44 eV – 279 nm – absorption; 3.78 eV – 328 nm – emission) and Cd[DMPMB] (4.48 eV – 277 nm – absorption; 3.79 eV – 327 nm – emission).

Comparing the calculated emission energy for the free ligand or the ligand constrained at Cd[DMPMB] geometry (332 nm and 328 nm, respectively) and the experimentally observed emission value for the Cd[DMPMB] species (3.70 eV, 335 nm), it is clear that the emission from the cadmium based MOF can be ascribed confidently to a ligand centred transition, as previously predicted in the experimental work.$^{25}$ This is also shown pictorially in Fig. 6. Upon comparing the calculated emission energy from the singlet $\pi-\pi^*$ excited state of the free ligand or the ligand constrained at Zn[DMPMB] geometry (332 nm and 328 nm, respectively) and the experimental emission energy for Zn[DMPMB] (2.81 eV, 441 nm) it is clear that the emission shown by the zinc based MOF is not adequately explained by ligand centred emission from the singlet excited state. Furthermore, as seen above, accounting for the geometrical constraints imposed by coordination environment in Zn[DMPMB] does not account for this shift in emission energy with respect to the free ligand. Lastly, given the experimental excitation energy used in the case of Zn[DMPMB] (3.40 eV), it is unlikely that the emission observed in this MOF is a result of the same process as that observed for Cd[DMPMB] since the $\pi-\pi^*$ ligand centred excited state is predicted to be higher – vertically – than the excitation energy experimentally used (computed at 264 nm).

If the Zn[DMPMB] emission does not stem from the ligand-centred singlet $\pi-\pi^*$ state, we are left with the option of this luminescence behaviour resulting either from another singlet excited state (fluorescence (S$_1 \rightarrow$ S$_0$)) that can be accessed using the experimental absorption energy of 3.40 eV or from the triplet $\pi-\pi^*$ excited state (phosphorescence (T$_1 \rightarrow$ S$_0$)) centred on the ligand.

As previously discussed for the absorption spectra of the Zn and Cd MOF clusters, there are no other singlet excited states with appreciable oscillator strength that lie within the required energy region and therefore are not likely to be at the origin of the intense photoluminescence properties observed for the Zn MOF. Therefore an emission from the triplet, which has been observed in other d$^{10}$ metal-organic complexes,$^{20,21}$ could provide a reasonable explanation for the difference in fluorescence behaviour between the zinc and cadmium based MOFs.

---

**Table 2** Calculated main absorption and emission energies for H$_2$DMPMB, Zn[DMPMB] and Cd[DMPMB] along with experimental data. Calculations were also conducted holding the position of the nitrogen atoms of the ligand constrained to that computed at the ground state at PBE0 level for Zn[DMPMB] and Cd[DMPMB] labelled constrained N$_{ZN}$ and constrained N$_{Cd}$ respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Calculated $\lambda_{em}$ (nm)</th>
<th>Experimental$^{22}$ $\lambda_{em}$ (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H$_2$DMPMB (free)</td>
<td>332</td>
<td>554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H$<em>2$DMPMB (constrained N$</em>{ZN}$)</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H$<em>2$DMPMB (constrained N$</em>{Cd}$)</td>
<td>327</td>
<td>522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cd[DMPMB] (cluster)</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>335$^a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cd[DMPMB] (periodic)</td>
<td>515</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn[DMPMB] (cluster)</td>
<td>495</td>
<td>441$^b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn[DMPMB] (periodic)</td>
<td>514</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

nc = not computed. $^a$ Excitation wavelength 254 nm. $^b$ Excitation wavelength 365 nm.
Using the cluster approach, the triplet excited states were vertically computed from the ground state Zn and Cd MOF geometries at 378 and 371 nm, respectively. Therefore, upon irradiation at 365 nm, as in experiment, this state can be populated. Indeed, although this type of transition is spin forbidden, the presence of a metal ion allows their efficient population through spin–orbit coupling.

In addition to the emission energies from the singlet π-π* state, the emission energies from the triplet π-π* of the free ligand and Zn and Cd MOFs were also estimated using the previously described methodology. From an electronic density difference plot ($p_a - p_b$) (Fig. S1, ESI†), it can be seen that this triplet excited state is indeed centred on the bipyphenyl moiety of the ligand. The emission from the triplet excited state of the free ligand was found to be significantly red shifted (with respect to the singlet emission energy) at 554 nm (2.24 eV). The emission energies estimated from the triplet excited states of the constrained ligand geometries were found to be slightly blue shifted with respect to the free ligand (522 nm; 2.38 eV) for both Cd[DMPMB] and Zn[DMPMB]. Furthermore, phosphorescence wavelengths from the π-π* state were calculated using both cluster (Fig. 2) and periodic models. Beginning with the cluster model for Zn[DMPMB], a blue shift of 0.27 eV is observed relative to the free ligand phosphorescence from the π-π* state, while a slightly smaller blue shift of 0.17 eV is determined via periodic calculations. For Cd[DMPMB], a smaller blue shift of 0.01 eV is determined using the cluster model. From this, the effect of the environment is clearly observed on the emission energy from the triplet π-π* excited state.

Considering the emission energy observed in experiment and the calculated emission energy difference between the T1 and S0 surfaces for the Zn[DMPMB] cluster at the optimised T1 geometry, the results are comparable (2.50 eV calculated, 2.81 eV in experiment). This leads to the conclusion that the emission observed for the zinc compound could, indeed, also be a result of phosphorescence from a π-π* triplet excited state. It is also worth noting that, according to calculations conducted using PBE0, there is no appreciable change in coordination geometry around the optimised singlet ground state and triplet state of either MOF.

Finally, the small discrepancy between the T1 → S0 energy values calculated using the cluster model and periodic calculations (0.09 eV for Zn[DMPMB]; 0.059 eV for Cd[DMPMB]) allows one to conclude that the cluster model used to determine absorption energies via TDDFT calculations is sufficiently accurate. This also illustrates that these excitations are local processes in MOFs and could validate further use of similar cluster models to study excited state processes in metal–organic frameworks.

Overall, this result is surprising as it is indeed counter-intuitive that the MOF structure based on the lighter of the two transition metals would promote intersystem crossing and provide triplet emission. Though it can’t be completely ruled out that a higher-lying triplet state may play a role in the case of Cd[DMPMB], based on the present calculations it seems plausible that the large shift observed going from Zn to Cd is related to the different nature of the emissive state for the two compounds.

4. Conclusions

Rational design of useful optical properties within metal–organic frameworks is a subject of ever increasing attention in recent years with theoretical approaches poised to play a key role alongside experiment in the understanding further development of high performance materials. We have demonstrated a computational protocol rooted in quantum mechanical calculations at DFT and TD-DFT level able to successfully discriminate between subtle luminescence mechanisms in a pair of isostructural MOFs with interchangeable metal cations. This pair of systems is a novel example of tuneable luminescence in MOFs with an approximately 0.88 eV (441 nm to 335 nm) blue shift going from the zinc based to cadmium based structure. This method was able to confirm the higher energy emission seen from the cadmium-based structure is a result of a ligand-centred emission from the singlet π-π* excited state. The luminescence behaviour resulting from the zinc-based structure was found to be more complex, with luminescence possibly resulting from the triplet π-π* excited state (localised on the ligand).

The effectiveness of this protocol in the discrimination of excited state processes in MOFs at relatively low computational cost can be a valuable tool in the design and understanding of high performance optical materials.

Generally, the effectiveness of this protocol in its discrimination of excited state processes, ability to cover luminescence types from both singlet and triplet states and general applicability in recovering both geometrical and photophysical features of MOFs at relatively low computational cost can be a valuable tool in the design and understanding of high performance optical materials.
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